


A complete range of theatrical colours that allows anyone
to paint drops and sets with true scenic paint no matter
how limited the budget. This versatile vinyl acrylic paint
may be used on a variety of surfaces. It is ready for use
right out of the bucket, or diluted to stretch your paint
budget. Also available in White and White White.

05366 LEMON YELLOW

05363 ORANGE

05360 FIRE RED

05361 DEEP RED

05369 MAGENTA

05372 SKY BLUE

05373 PTHALO BLUE

05359 ULTRAMARINE BLUE

05368 PURPLE

05364 EMERALD GREEN

05371 PTHALO GREEN

05365 CHROME OXIDE GREEN

05353 YELLOW OCHRE

05355 RAW SIENNA

05356 BURNT SIENNA

05354 BURNT UMBER

05357 RAW UMBER

05352 BLACK

05385 SILVER

05386 COPPER

05384 GOLD

05383 BRIGHT GOLD

05387 ANTIQUE GOLD

05367 GOLDEN YELLOW

BROADWAYBROADWAY
OOFFFF

Please note these are printed colours and are intended as a guide only and does not reflect the true paint colour on any substrate or surface that you apply the
paint to. For true colour representation contact Rosco for a Sample Kit.



Brilliant, dye-like colours formulated to be diluted with
substantial quantities of water while retaining binder
strength. Works on most scenic surfaces including
muslin, plastic and metal. Dries to a completely matte,
non-reflective finish. Also available in concentrated
bases of Neutral, White and Velour Black.

05988 LEMON YELLOW

05981 CHROME YELLOW

05984 MOLY ORANGE

05965 RED

05977 SPECTRUM RED

05975 MAGENTA

05996 CERULEAN BLUE

05969 ULTRAMARINE BLUE

05990 PRUSSIAN BLUE

05968 GREEN SHADE BLUE

05991 NAVY BLUE

05989 TURQUOISE BLUE

05979 PURPLE

05997 HUNTER GREEN

05972 EMERALD GREEN

05994 GRASS GREEN

05973 PTHALO GREEN

05971 CHROME GREEN

05982 YELLOW OCHRE

05993 LEATHER LAKE

05983 RAW SIENNA

05987 BURNT SIENNA

05980 IRON RED

05985 BURNT UMBER

05998 VAN DYKE BROWN

05986 RAW UMBER

06003 VELOUR BLACK

SUPER
SATURATED
SUPER
SATURATED

Please note these are printed colours and are intended as a guide only and does not reflect the true paint colour on any substrate or surface that you apply the
paint to. For true colour representation contact Rosco for a Sample Kit.
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These vivid, vinyl acrylic colours are brilliant in normal light and glow brightly when bathed in ultra-
violet light. White fluoresces a light blue under black light. Invisible blue appears milky white under
normal light but glows blue in ultraviolet.

The VividFX series of colours combines a wide palette of 13 colours,
brilliant fluorescence and one coat coverage and opacity in one
remarkable paint formulation. These exceptional pigments create
stunning blacklight effects and intermix cleanly to provide a wide
array of intermediate fluorescent hues.

05779 WHITE 05780 RED05781 ORANGE05782 YELLOW

05783 GREEN05784 BLUE 05785 INVISIBLE BLUE05786 PINK

05787 GOLD

FLUORESCENTFLUORESCENT

VIVIDFXVIVIDFX

06250 BRIGHT WHITE 06254 SCARLET RED

06255 HOT PINK 06256 MAGENTA

06253 ORANGE06252 ORANGE SUNSET06251 LEMON YELLOW

06261 ELECTRIC GREEN 06262 DEEP GREEN

06259 BRILLIANT BLUE06258 DEEP BLUE

06260 AQUAMARINE

06257 VIOLET

Please note these are printed colours and are intended as a guide only and does not reflect the true paint colour on any substrate or surface that you apply the
paint to. For true colour representation contact Rosco for a Sample Kit.



A durable water borne acrylic enamel that has excellent interior and exterior durability.
ColorCoat's high gloss retention, ensures a "like-new" finish for years to come. Ideal for use on
most scenic surfaces as well as metal, wood, concrete and brick. 

COLORCOAT

05622 WHITE

05626 BRIGHT RED

05630 CERULEAN BLUE

05625 ORANGE

05624 LEMON YELLOW

05628 FOREST GREEN

05632 BURNT UMBER

05631 PRUSSIAN BLUE

05629 EMERALD GREEN

05633 RAW UMBER

05634 BLACK

05635 FLAT BLACK

05636 ALUMINUM

05620 CLEAR

05621 CLEAR SATIN

COLORCOAT

Please note these are printed colours and are intended as a guide only and does not reflect the true paint colour on any substrate or surface that you apply the
paint to. For true colour representation contact Rosco for a Sample Kit.



Premiere Clear
An advanced, water-borne urethane coating suitable for sealing and protecting painted finish-
es, floors, and high-traffic surfaces. When cured, this clear finish provides long-lasting durabili-
ty, hardness, and abrasion resistance in an environmentally safe, VOC compliant coating.
Premiere Clear is virtually odourless and may be thinned with water. In addition to protective
top coats, Premiere Clear is excellent for use in faux finish or glazing applications.

Tough Prime™

A unique water-based primer with special adhesion properties that allow it to bond to the
the hard-to-prime scenic materials found in every scene shop. This quick drying, acrylic
emulsion primer dries to a tough, durable coating which can be painted over with any
paint and is excellent for both interior and exterior use.

Foamcoat™
A water-based, flame retardant, protective coating for all rigid foams. An acrylic slurry the
consistency of wet plaster, Foamcoat dries to a super hard, durable coating that resists chip-
ping and cracking, yet can be sanded smooth or carved with detailing.

www.rosco.com

Roscolab Limited
Kangley Bridge Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5AQ 
Tel: +44 (0)20 8659 2300 Fax: +44 (0)20 8659 3153
Email: sales@rosco-europe.com

Also in: New York, Hollywood, Toronto, Madrid, São Paulo and Sydney

CrystalGel™
A non-toxic, water-based material which provides a clear, plastic-like coating on virtually any
surface used in modern stagecraft. It air dries quickly — usually  within hours — to a flexible,
translucent surface. When dry, it can be painted with any Rosco scenic paint, or carved, or
safely rolled without cracking or peeling. Such products as sand, sawdust or clay can be
added to it to create unique textures.

Flexbond™

A clear, flexible scenic glue which bonds many porous and non-porous scenic materials. Dries to a
clear, hard, yet pliable coating. Unlike ordinary "white" glues which can crack and break when
flexed, the adhesive bond of Rosco FlexBond remains extremely pliable and strong even as the
materials bend and deform. Rosco FlexBond is water based, and very safe to use, with little fume
and low toxicity.

Flexcoat™
A flexible, non-toxic, water-based coating for polyurethane and polystyrene foam. Its 100%
acrylic formulation provides excellent adhesion to a wide variety of substrates. It is
compatible with all Rosco paints used either as tints or surface coatings. Flexcoat is
weatherproof and fire retardant.

Clear Gloss & Flat Acrylic Glazes™
These clear acrylic mediums are designed to be diluted with water and applied as an
overcoat to a painted surface or they can be mixed with the paints for additional binder
strength. Rosco Clear Acrylics are compatible with all of Rosco’s scenic paint systems
and most other water extendable paints. They also serve as a binder for dry pigments
and bronzing powders.


